
Beginning of a Green Relationship
Gaarden Walls

We offer Green solutions for all small and large companies. 
So don’t wait and contact us now!

One Stop Solution for
all the Green Works!

No.22(Old No.34)MKP Main Road, 80Ft Road, 
Padmanabha Nagar, Bangalore – 560 070

gogreen@gaardenwalls.com
www.gaardenwalls.com

98863 66608

Gaarden Walls is a full service provider of living walls, offering our
clients a smooth experience from rst contact to maintenance.
Gaarden Walls team will develop the project from the preliminary
phase until the nal stages. We offer help with plumbing, lighting
design, and landscaping. During a rst consultation phase, the
clieclient’s wishes and needs will be considered in a collaborative effort 
to explore all the best design possibilities. Afterwards, Gaarden 
Walls will provide the system installation, the plant design and the 
maintenance contract.
And be a part of urban green movement right here, right now.

About Us

BEGINNING 
OF A
GREEN RELATIONSHIP..



Kokedama is a beautiful and low-maintenance Growing miniature
eco systems, known as string gardens which is the latest trend in 
gardening and home decoration.
IIt’s similar to Japanese Kokedama in the sense that it takes 
presentational aesthetics outside of the box by allowing the plants 
grow in a ball of soil held together by moss and string, but string 
gardens take this Japanese tradition a step further by suspending 
these little green worlds in the air.

A delightful, lightweight wall planter for both indoor and outdoor
vertical gardening. Pockets are soft-sided, breathable, and stunning 
when hung in sets. Features military-grade moisture barriers to 
ensure that your walls stay dry. Fasteners and anchors are included 
for easy hanging on a variety of surfaces.
• Features: 
- - Rich colors
- Lightweight material made from 100% recycled plastic bottles
- Perfect for indoors or outdoors

Poche Green O₂ 

Kokedama Green O₂                                       

The Table Top planter from Gaarden Walls India creates a modern, 
nished look and adds pop of color to your home. Made from 100% 
recycled plastic Material, Pockets are soft-sided, breathable, 
modular and infectiously fun! And has moist barrier ensures your 
table top moisture less.

Features :
- Finished and textured look.
- - Available in four rich colors.
- Fabric made from 100% recycled bottles.

Table Top Green O₂

The Recur Green O₂ living walls is an easy plug-and-play way to
grow living walls anywhere. Made from 100% recycled plastic water
bottles, Green O₂ horticulture fabric is incredibly tough and will
not decay. 

Features :
- Free-standing portable vertical garden unit includes reservoir,
pump and timer and pump and timer and felt.
- This well Automatically water itself as per the timer we set.
- It is movable and not stationary.

Recur Green O₂

Increment in Property Value by adding green solution
Credits of Green Building. 

Improve Air Quality, Energy Savings, Building Protection, 
Health and wellness. 

Acoustic Benets: good phonic qualities that absorb
sound waves.

Aesthetic Appeal: adds a natural beauty to any room,
courtyard or building.

Benifits of Green-O2 Living Walls

A Green-O₂ Living wall is a wall partially or completely covered 
with vegetation that includes a growing medium, such as soil. 
Most of the green walls also feature an integrated water delivery 
system. Green walls / Living walls are grown vertically using 
hydroponics System and the structures that can be either 
free-standing or attached to walls. Green walls are also known as 
living walls, biowalls, ecowalls, or vertical gardens or in French 
“M“Mur Vegetal”.

Green-O₂ walls deliver a solution to special challenges: 
- It uses minimal oor space yet provides large green space 
making
- It perfect for apartment balconies, Restaurants, Corporate 
Offices.
- It can be affixed to most surfaces, internal or external, creating
a living work of art that delivers fresh air to the immediate 
surrounds.
- It can be used as a wall divider / cabin divider.

We are the exclusive designer for Green-O₂ Living Wall Systems.

Our Products & Services
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